Introduction
The aim of this paper is to find necessai^ and sufficient conditions for the existence of normal ultrafilters in B^-algebras, to characterize some subclasses of B^-algebras by means of normal ultrafilters and to present the construction of such B^-algebras in which there always exists a normal ultrafilter. It is pointed out that the existence of ultrafilters of this kind closely relates to the property of wellconnectedness of B^-algebras that has been introduced here as the generalization of the concept of well-connectedness of topological Boolean algebras (TBA, [3] ). The class of B^-algebras containing normal ultrafilters has an important application to the algebraic semantics of the Boolean strengthening the sentential calculus with identity ( [5] ). This paper uses the notation and terminology of [6] ,
Definitions and basic properties
At the beginning of this section definitions of notions of a B^-algebra, some of its subclasses and of distinguished filters in B^-algebras are given. Then several substantial properties pertaining to filters in B^-algebras as well as their connections with homomorphisms are formulated. In the later part of the section a lemma describing a set of generators of normal filters in B^-algebras is stated. For purposes of illustration two simple examples of B^-algebras are also included. A B^-algebra A is called a B^-algebra provided that for every a,b e A the following axiom holds (a5) (aob) u ((aob)oO) = 1.
Immediately from Definitions 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 it follows that every B^-algebra is a B^-algebra and every B^-algebra is a B^-algebra. The converse does not hold in general. It was proved in [6] that the class of B^-algebras is polynomially equivalent to the class of quasi-topological Boolean algebras (QTBAj, whereas the class of B^-algebras is polynomially equivalent to the class of monadic algebras ( [2] ). Moreover, in [l] it was shown that the class of B^-algebras is polynomially equivalent to the class of topological Boolean algebras.
Imposing additional conditions on Boolean filters involving a binary operation a,b -aob or an unary operation Ia = = a o1, we will single out several kinds of filters in B^-al--602 -gebras, and subsequently, their fundamental properties will be stated. Definition 1.4. A filter F in a B^-algebra A is said to be an 1,-filter (FeF^U)) provided that Z(A) £P, where Z(A) = {la -Ila: aea}. Definition 1.5.
A filter F in a B^-algebra A is called an I-filter (FeF-j-U)) if (1J aeF implies la e F for every a e A, and it is called an L-filter (PeP^A)) if (2) laeP implies Ila e F for every aeA. Definition 1.6. A filter P in a B^-algebra A is said tjo be normal (FePjj(A)) provided that for every a,beA the following condition holds
It is not difficult to verify that in every B^-algebra A the classes of filters F-^A), FL(A), P-j-(A) form algebraic closure systems on A and satisfy the following inclusions
Of course, all such distinguished closure systems are subsystems of the algebraic closure system of all Boolean filters P(A) in a B^-algebra A. Subclasses of ultrafilters in particular closure systems of filters will be denoted by replacing the letter P by U. Using this notation one can show that the classes of 1-ultrafliters UjA) and L-ultrafliters UT(A) in -I, --h -a B^-algebra A fulfil the following equality
A relationship between normal ultrafilters and 1-ultrafilters is established by th9 following theorem. Theorem 1.1. Let A be a B^-algebra. Then (6) Un(A) su^A).
-603 -Pro of. Suppose that FeU^U) and FfU-^A). Then by Definition 1.4, there exists an element aeA, a t 1 such that (la -Ila) 4 P. Prom this, la eP and -Ila e P. Making use of the normal property of F, a = 1. Therefore, -Ila = 0 eP, which contradicts the fact that P is an ultrafilter. Thus inclusion (6) is actually satisfied.
The behaviour of particular sorts of filters under the operation of taking homomorphic inverse images is described by the next theorem. Theorem 1.2. Let A, B be B,-algebras and let h e Hom(A,B). Then the following conditions are satisfied :
if * e %(5) , the n h~1(P) e U 2 (A), (e) if F eP N (B) and h is 1-1, then h~ 1 (P)eP N (A).
Proof. Only (b) and (e) will be shown. Remaining cases can be easily proved by analogy. L9t FcF^fB) and let la e h" 1 (P). Then, h(Ia) e P. But h eHom(A,B), soI(h(a))eP.
Since FeP L (B), by Definition 1.5, II(h(a)) = h(IIa) e P. Therefore, IIaeh~1(F). To show (e), assume that PeP^fB) and h is a mlonomorphism. Then for every a,b e A, (a°b)eh~1
Let us indicate that there are similar connections between homomorphiems and I-fliters of B^-algebras to those which hold between homomorphisms and filters in Boolean algebras. In fact, if h is a homomorphism from a B,-algebra A to a B^-algebra B, then the set F^ = {aeA: h(a) = 1} is an I-filter determined by a homomorphism h. On the other hand, if F is an arbitrary I-filter in A, then there exists a homomorphism h such that ? = F^. To show this, consider a relation ^ defined by the formula 
From Definition 1.1 it follows at once that the class of B^-algebras is an algebraic variety. Hence, it is closed under the operation of taking direct products. If (A^^j is an indexed family of B^-algabras, then the direct product of these algebras will be denoted by A = < n a,, -, u , n , o> , f-I iel 1 where I I A., is the Cartesian product of (A 4 )J.t, The basic iel 1 
1£1
properties of particular kinds of filters with respect to direct products are given by the following theorem.
-605 -T h e o r e m 1.4. Let (Via be an indexed of B^--algebras. Then
Proof.
We will show only (d). Other conditions can be proved analogously. Let e FjjÍA^) , i el. Then the Cartesian product n P. is a filter in the direct product A. iel i-i p-, Furthermore, for every element f,ge I I A., (f» g)e I | P.
The subclass of B^-algebras can be characterized by means of jl-filters in B^-algebras. Namely, denoting the least 1-filter in a B^-algebra A by Z(A), one can formulate the following result. Theorem 1.5. A B^-algebra A is a B^-algebra iff Z(7) = {1}.
Proof. If A is a B^-algebra, then by (a^) and (a^), la -Ila = 1 for every aeA. Therefore, Z(A) = {l}. Conversely, if Z(A) = {l}, then la 4Ila. Since for every element a,b,c,d e A the conditions (a ° b) r. (c o d) ^ (a r c) » (b d) and I(aob) $ la o lb Hold in every B^-algebra A (see [6] ), it follows at once that axiom (a^) is satisfied. Hence, A is a B^-algebra.
On account of (5) and Theorem 1.5, in every B^-algebra A the closure systems of l-filters, L-filters and all Boolean filters coincide, that is, Jj-^A) = PL(A) = F(A).
Before considering normal ultrafilters in B^-algebras, let us make the following definition.
The intersection of the family UJJ(A) in a B^-algebra A said to be the core of A and is denoted by C(A).
Because íj|(A) is a closure system in a B^-algebra A, it is apparent that the core C(A) is a normal filter. Xn addition, by Theorem 1.1, in every B^-algebra the following inclusion is satisfied: A straightforward computation shows that an algebra A^ = = <A, -, u, n,o> is a B^-algebra. Note that A^ has no normal ultrafilters, nevertheless it possesses a proper least 1-filter Z(A^ J = {l, -a2}.
-607 - 0, otherwise It is easy to check that A 2 = <A, -, u, n, o> is a B^-algebra. Carrying out a calculation similar to the previous example one can verify that C(A 2 ) = Z(A 2 ) = jl, -a 1 , -a 2 , a^}.
Thus in the light of Examples 1.1 and 1.2 it is apparent that not every B^-algebra has normal ultrafilters. After the necessary preparations, we will be able to formulate suitable conditions for the existence of normal ultrafilters in B^-algebras and, furthermore, a method will be presented of constructing B^-algebras which possess a proper core.
Let X be a non-empty subset of a B,-algebra A. We say that J n X has a finite intersection property (PIP) if P) x. ¡i 0 for i=1 1 every x^,...,x n eX. Prom the theory of Boolean algebras it is known that every filter generated by a set X with PIP is always proper (see [4] ). The filter generated by X will be denoted by X. A very useful result is given in the following lemma. For illustration, let us return to Examples 1.1 and 1.2. Notice that the set O^(A^) = j1, -a 2 , a 2 j has no PIP. Accordingly, the normal filter 0» (A.J) is improper, and consequently, by Corollary 1.1, the core C(^) = A. A quite different situation is observed in the B^-algebra Ag. Since the set O^(Ag) = =|l, -a 1 , -a 2 j has PIP, it follows that both the filter OTTIJF and the core C(A^J are proper. These results are compatible with those which were achieved above by straightforward calculations.
Characterizations of H-algebras by means of normal ultrafilters
This section is concerned with the class of H-algebras. Several theorems are given that characterize this class in terms of normal ultrafilters. H-algebras were investigated in [2] . Let us recall that an H-algebra is any Boolean algebra A along with an additional binary operation a,b -•aob defined by the formula The theorem proved above tells us that each B^-algebra containing at least one normal ultrafilter is an H-algebra.
In other words, the subclass of B^-algebras with normal ultrafilters coincides with the subclass of H-algebras.
Proceeding to the class of B^-algebras, another theorem can be formulated.
-610 -Theorem 2.4. Let i be a B^-algebra and let 0(A) = {aob: a,b e A}. Then A is an H-algebra iff there exists a normal ultrafilter in A and <0(A), -, u , n> is a Boolean subalgebra of the Boolean algebra <A, -, u, n>.
Proof, If A is an H-algebra, then it is a B^-algebra in which, by Theorem 2.2, every ultrafilter is normal. Furthermore, it can be shown that <0(A), u, n> is a Boolean subalgebra of <A, -, u , n> (see [6] , Theorem 6.1). Conversely, if A is a B^-algebra and <0(A), -, u , n> is a Boolean subalgebra of <A, u , n> , then by a simple calculation it can be verified that A is a B^-algebra. Since there exists a normal ultrafilter in A, it follows from Theorem 2.3 that A is an H-algebra.
Well-connected B^-algebras
The concept of well-connectedness has been introduced by McKinsey and Tarski for TBA's in [3] . In this section it will be shown that the generalization of this notion to the class of B^-algebras is associated with the problem of the existence of normal ultrafilters in B^-algebras. At the beginning of the section after the concept of well-connectedness is introduced, a necessary and sufficient condition for B^-algebras to be well-connected is given. Then, using the notion of a least li-filter another necessary and sufficient condition for B^-algebras to be well-connected is stated. Furthermore, a theorem pertaining to a relation between the existence of L-filters and well-connectedness is included. Definition 3.1. A B^-algebra A is said to be well-connected if for every a 1 ,b 1 ,...,a n , b n e A the condition n U ( a i° = 1 implies a^^ = b.^ for some i-1,...,n.
Not every B^-algebra A is well-connected. For instance, the B^-algebra A^ from Example 1.1 is not well-connected because there are elements 0, a^, -a^ eA such that (Ooa^) u u (a., o -a^) = 1, although 0 4 a 1 4 -a^. However, it can be -611 -verified that the B^-algebra A2 from Example 1.2 is well-connected. On the other hand, as we have seen previously the algebra Ag has a normal ultrafilter, whereas the algebra A^ does not have any normal ultrafilter. These observations lead to the following lemma. A relationship between well-connectedness and the existence of normal ultrafilters in B^-algebras is established by the following theorem. Theorem 3.1. A B^-algebra A is well-connected iff there exists a normal ultrafilter in A.
Proof. If A is well-connected, then by Lemma 3*1, the set 0*(A) has PIP. Henae, by Lemma 1,1, 0*(A) is a normal filter. By virtue of Stone's theorem (see [5] ), 0*(A) is contained in some normal ultrafilter of A. Conversely, if P is a normal ultrafilter, then by Lemma 1.1, 0*(A)£F. According-A) has PIP. Making use of Lemma 3*1» a B^-algebra A is well-conneoted.
-612 -Applying the notion of the core of a B^-algebra, directly from Theorem 3.1 the following corollary is obtained. Corollary 3.1.
A B^-algebra A is well-connected iff C(A) ¿ A.
Prom Lemmas 1.1 and 3.1 it follows that 0*(A) is proper and normal in every well-connected B^-algebra A. Furthermore, the following theorem holds. Theorem 3.2. Let A be a well-connected B^-algebra. Then After we have given the characterization of the subclass of well-connected B^-algebras by normal ultrafilters as well as by the notion of a core, we proceed to formulate a characterization of this subclass using the concept of a least 1-filter. Theorem 3.3. A B^-algebra A is well-connected iff for every element a^,...,an,bn£ A the condition n (14) Ij (a,o b.) e Z(A) ¿ A implies a., = for some i=1 n. i=1 1 1 11 Proof. If A is well-connected, then by Theorem 3.1 there exists a normal ultrafilter F in A. Since Z(A)SF, it n follows that l^J (a^o bH) eF. Hence, (a.¡ » bj eF for some i=1 W (a^bj^) e P. Making use of (14), a^ = b^ for some i = 1,...,n, which contradicts the assumption that a^ ¡^ b^ for all i = 1,...,n. Applying Lemma 3.1, a B^-algebra A is well-connected. It turns out that the property of well-connectedness is also related to the existence of L-ultrafilters in B^-algebras. Namely, it can be verified that if a B^-algebra A has an L-ultrafilter P and for every a^ ,... ,an, bn£i the condition ' n (15) I J (a.°b. )eP implies a.= = b. for some i=1,...,n, 1=1 ii then A is well-connected. Next it will be shown that the existence of L-ultrafilters in B^-algebras entails the property of well-connectedness in quotient B^-algebras.
Let P be an L-ultrafilter in a B^-algebra A. Then a relation w defined by the formula P (16) a « b iff (aob)eP for every a,b e A P is a congruence of A determined by P (see [6] ). Denoting elements of the quotient B^-algebra A/P modulo P by [a]F, aeA, the following theorem can be stated. Theorem 3.4. A/P is well-connected. Proof.
A 'subset P/P = {[a]p: a e P] of A/P is an ultrafilter in A/P. In addition for all a,b c A,
Thus, P/P is a normal ultrafilter. By virtue of Theorem 3.1, A/P is well-connected.
The preceding theorem presents a method of constructing a well-connscted B^-algebra from a given B^-algebra with an L-ultrafilter. To illustrate this method, let us return once more to Example 1.1. It is easy to check that F = = jl, -a1, a^, -a2 J e P^iA-j). The quotient B^-algebra A.j/P consists of the following four elements: [oj^, = {o,af2}, [l]p = {l,-a?}, [a^p = {ar-a3}, [a3]p = {a-j.-a.,}. Notice that P/P = {[lj ji» [^3] ji} is a normal ultrafilter in ^/P. Thus, A^P is well-connected. Moreover, it can also be checked that condition (14) is satisfied in A^/P, while it is not satisfied in A^.
4. The construction of well-connected B3-alg|ebras It is known from the theory of TBA's (see [3] ) that for every TBA one can construct a well-connected TBA. The aim of this section is to generalize this construction to the class of B^-algebras.
Let A be a given B^-algebra and let 2 = <{0,1}, u , n ,o> be the two-element H-algebra. On the Cartesian product A*= = A x {0,1} we define the Boolean operations componentwise and a new binary operation by the formula for every a,b eA and every x,ye{o,l}. It can be easily seen that the set A* together with the defined operations -, u , n , o is a B^-algebra, which will be denoted by A* = = A 2. The 0 r e m 4.1.
A B^-algebra A* is well-connected. Proof.
Notice that (0,1) is an atom in A*. Accordingly, the set P = {(a,1): aea} is the principal ultrafilter generated by (0,1). It remains to prove that P is normal. Let Por instance, the B^-algebra A^ from Example 1.1, as it is known, is not well-connected. However, the B^-algebra A* is already well-connected since P = {(c,1) : c ea} is a normal ultrafilter in A* = A. ® 2. 
